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J. G. STAMPFLI

Introduction. The existence of normal roots of normal operators is

a well known consequence of the spectral theorem. Very simple exam-

ples show however that normal operators may have roots which are

not normal (in fact the identity operator has non-normal roots). In

this paper we will show that the invertible scalar operators on a

Banach space possess only scalar operators as roots.

Preliminaries. The term operator will be used to mean a bounded

linear transformation qf a Banach space into itself. By a spectral

measure on a Banach space 9C, we mean a family of bounded oper-

ators E(-) defined on all Borel sets a of the plane, with the following

properties.

(i) E (empty set) = 0, £ (plane) = 7, where 7 is the identity.

(ii) For all oi, <r2; E(o"iC\o-2) =E(o-i) -E(o-2) and for disjoint <si, a2

Eiai\Jai) = Eio-i) + Eio-i).

(iii) There exists a constant M such that

||E((r)|| ^ M for alio-,

(iv) For xG9C and {an} a sequence of disjoint Borel sets,

(CO \ 00

U<r„)x=E
n-l       / n-l

EÍ   U<rn)x= E £("»)*•
V n-l       / n-l

If an operator 5 admits a representation S = fzdEiz) where E(-) is

a spectral measure then 5 is a scalar operator. T is a spectral operator

if T—S+N where S is a scalar operator, A is a quasi-nilpotent oper-

ator and S commutes with N.

I. Lemma 1. If T*—I, n a positive integer, I the identity on the Ba-

nach space 9C, then T is a scalar operator, of the form 7= E"-i w*Ei

where EíEj = OíjEí, i, j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n and E"-i E¿ = 7.

Proof. By Dunford's spectral mapping theorem the spectrum of T

can consist of at most the nth roots of unity. Then the resolvent

iT—zI)-1 is holomorphic in the rest of the plane, so by [3, p. 179],

we have

(1) T = Ê Ni + ¿ WíEí
,=i j=i

where the A<s are quasi-nilpotent operators, the E^s are idempotent
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operators and the wts are the «th roots of unity. Also

EiEj = 0,    i9*j;    EíNí = A7,£< = A/,;    £<#,- = #,-£< = 0,    i 9* j;

EiT = TEi   and     ¿ E( = I.
•-i

Now we will show all N& are zero. Multiplying (1) by E¡ we obtain

TEj=(Nj+WjT)Ej. Raising this to the «th power we have E¡

= Hl-o Q)w^N% or

(2) o-iQ.-V*.

Now for any element of the form y = E¡x we have XX1 (?)«*""'iVjy

= 0. This implies that NJy is linearly dependent on

{y, Njy, ■ • ■ , A7-1y} and hence the linear subspace M, generated

by this set is invariant under Nj. Since N¡ is quasi-nilpotent on 9C,

Nj\ m is nilpotent. Assume that Nj\M9*0. Then there exists uEM,

u = EjV such that N¡U9*0, N¡u = 0 because Nj\m is nilpotent. But

then from (2) we have NjU = 0 contrary to hypothesis. Hence Afy = 0

on M and since y was chosen arbitrarily from E,9C, we have NjEj=0.

Thus Nj = NjYX-iEi = Y*-i NjEi = 0. We may now write
T= 2^l-i WiEi and from this conclude that T is a scalar operator.

We will now quote Theorem 2 of [2, p. 452]:

Lemma 2. Let A and B be commuting scalar operators on a Banach

space 9C where

k k

B = 2~l ZiEi   and   EiEj = 0,   i 9* j;       £<•£< = P¿;        Z Ei = /;
>-i t-i

then A-B is a scalar operator.

II. Theorem 1. Let Tn = S, where n is a positive integer and S an

invertible scalar operator on the Banach space 9C; then T is a scalar

operator.

Proof. Since 5 is scalar, S=fzdF(z). Let A =fzllndF(z) where z1/B

is the principal «th root of z. Now A is a scalar operator and An = 5.

Because T commutes with 5, T commutes with the spectral measure

F(z) and hence T commutes with A (see [l, p. 329]). Let P4-1 = P,

then Bn=TnA-n = SS~ï = I. By Lemma 1, B is a scalar operator of

the form B= Ym-\ wiEr, and since TA = AT we have T=AB = BA.
We may therefore invoke Lemma 2 to conclude that T is a scalar

operator.

Corollary 1. Let T" = S where n is a positive integer and S is a
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scalar operator on the Banach space EC with zero an isolated point of the

spectrum of S; then T=Si+N where Si is scalar, N is nilpotent, Si

commutes with N and Nn = 0. Thus T is a spectral operator.

The proof is obtained by a slight modification in the proof of

Theorem 1.

The author would like to express his gratitude to Charles A.

McCarthy for pointing out the following:

Theorem 2. If Tn = S, n a positive integer, S an invertible spectral

operator on a Banach space 9C then T is a spectral operator.

Proof. Again the proof is a slight modification of previous meth-

ods. Let S = A+ N, where A is a scalar operator and N a quasi-

nilpotent operator which commutes with A. Then [r^4_1/n]n = 5-^4_1

= iA+N)A~1 = I+NA-1. Now since NA'1 is quasi-nilpotent,

ail+NA-1) = 1 so aiTA~lln) can consist of at most the nth roots of

unity. Now one can show by the argument of Lemma 1 that TA~lln

= E"-i ifiEi+Q where Q is a quasi-nilpotent operator which com-

mutes with all the idempotents Eit i = 1, • • • , n. Thus

r=^41/nE"-i WiEi+AllnQ, where the first term on the right side is

a scalar operator and the second is a quasi-nilpotent operator which

commutes with it.

Corollary 2. If Tn = S,na positive integer, S a spectral operator on

a Banach space SC where zero is an isolated point of the spectrum of S,

then T is a spectral operator.

The proof requires only a slight modification of the proof of Theo-

rem 2.

Example. We now exhibit an example to show that Theorems 1

and 2 need not be true for operators which have zero as a limit

point of the spectrum. Let 77 = L2[0, l]©72[0, l] with the usual

Hubert space norm. For [fx, /2] G 77 define T[fiis), /2(s)]

= [5/i(5) +/ï(5) . — S/2(S)L Then elementary but tedious calculations

with two X two matrices show that T is neither a scalar nor a spectral

operator. However T2 [fi(s), /2(s) ] = [s2/i(s), s2/2(5)] so f2 is clearly a

normal, thus a scalar operator.
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